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The meetinm@_was called to order at .lO~.m.

PROGRAm{ME IMP LE~NTATION (Agenda item 4) (continued_)

(a) ANNUAL P,~.P0kT OF THE ADHINISTP~TOR (DP/~60-462~ 463 a~Jo Corr.l, 423 
Add.l, 439)

(b) EVALUATION (DP/448~ 452, 437 and Corr.l, 453~ 456)

(c) INVESTMENT FOLLOW-UP (DP/442~ 472~ 479 and Corr.l)

(d) ce~PS~SNSI~ ~POR~ TO Tim GE~m ASSEmbLY ON ~mP m~ T~m ~{~V IN~m~ATIO~AL
ECONOHIC O~m{ @P/470)

(e) ISSISTm~C~ TO ~ATIONAL LIBERATION HOVS}~NTS m~OOGN!ZED BY OAn (9P/~67 ~_ud Corr.1)

(f) UNITED NATIONS DEC~DE FOR TRANSPORT }~D CO}[~JNICATIONS IN AFRICA
(DP/459 and Corr.l)

(g) INTERNATIONAL CO-OPEP~TIVE ACTION IN SUPPORT OF THE HAR DEL PLATA PLAN
O~ ACTION (DP/474)

NT(h) ST~APaIZAT~ON O~ m~,TSLOP~e . CO-OPEmtTION PROCSD~S (~P/468)

PROGRA}.(@{E PLANNING- ~%ITD PREPARATION FOR T}~ THIRD PROCt~MHING CYCLE
(Agenda item 5) (continue__@:)

(a) P}@PARiTION FOR T}m THIRD PROGm~iV~ING 6%CLE, 1982-1986 (DP/%96 and 451
and Corr.1) (continue_A)

I. Hr. C~PPELEN (No,ray) said that, in his Government’s view~ UKDP had performed
well in 1979. Despite high inflation ra~es, field programme expenditures had
risen by 25.5 per cent and net project approvals had reached a record level of
$701 million. E~pendi~ure was commendably close ~o the Administrator’s projections.
Four additional field offices had been opened during the year and steps had been
taken to stren~%hen U~DP’s operational effectiveness. He welcomed ~he fact that
UNDP’s ope£’ationa I methods were very close to the model practices recommended by
the Developme ntAss£s~ance Committee of the Organization fox’ Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD). He was gratified by the progress made in %he implementation
of new dimensions policies, as shown by an increase in government-executed projects
and in the number of experts from developing covmtries serving on projects financed

by UNDP.

2. Among the evalua±ion studies carried out by UNDP in 1979~ he particularly
commended that on the assessment of rural women’s participation in development. .......

3. Ten years after the consensus~ a turning point had been reached with megard
not only to the future ~f DKDP itself but to the whole concepv of multilateral
assistance through the United Nations system. Both the Econom~ and Social Council
and the Ceneral Assembly at their fcrthcoming sessions would be dealing with the
report of the Direc~or-Ceneral for Development and Internavional Economic
Co-operation in which he reviewed policy issues connected with the operational
activities for developmen~ undertaken by the United Nations system. Furthermore,
the Administrator’s repor~ itself raised several issues that were basic to the
opera~ions of U~YDP and the United Nations system as a whole. The A~inistrator had
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also submitted a report on examination of the experience with country
programming (DP/454) and ~,Io studies on investment follow-up (DP/442 and 472),
the latter of which~ by Sir Robert Jackson, presented pertinent views on a leading
aspect of the consensus. ~nose reports were closely interrelated and should be

considered togetJ er~ he would therefore have thought it logical for the report
of the Director-(~neral to have been submitted to the Governing .Council for
consideration and cormuent. Taken together, the reports pointed to a number of
problems which would have to be faced soone~ or later.

4. Firstly, D~SDP’s share of the total funding for technical assists]~ce in the
United Nations system had decreased from two-thirds in 1968 to one-third in 1978.
Such a development clearly ran counter to the intention of the consensus and made
it increasingly difficult to maintain the concept of D]~DP as the central instrument
for international technical co-operation. In addition, the total resources pledged
to UNDP had shown a tendency to stagnate if the erosion of value due to inflztion
was t~{en into account. Since 1970, there had also been a proliferation of new
funds tending to divert resources from U~TDP. A detailed discussion of such issues
would be premature, but they might be raised in connexion with the Administrator’s
report and the studies on country programming and investment follow-up.

5. Secondly, the reports indicated that, while the concept of IPFs and country
programming was accepted by recipient countries, there seemed to be room for
further improvements. Nevertheless~ the reports confirmed his Government’s belief
in the concept of country programming as such.

6. Thirdly, the level of investment follow-up was much too low and was declining.
Successful investment follow-up should be one of the fundamental objectives of
technical assistance financed by U~YDP~ it was a significant measure of the success
of U}$P itself ~d of the impact of its activities on development in the recipient
countries. Eve~j effort must therefore be made by the Administrator and all
concerned to improve the situation. One of the main causes of the low level of
investment follow-up was unsatisfactory implementation of co~.try proGr~mmin~.
There was insufficient delegation of authority %o resident representatives and
inadequate staffing of United Nations offices a% the count<~ level. Recipient
Goverrm~ents also had sm important part to play in the counter progra~.in~, execution
and evaluation procedure. The Administrator’s report contained proposals for
solving those problems in accorda~ce with the intentions of the consensus~
nevertheless~ there was still a need for further decentralization of ~U~<~DP
activities, particui~rly in decision-making and perso_~]~el m~tters.

7. fa~other cause for concer~ was the ineffective part played in count<T
progremming by the specialized agencies, and the poor support they ~ave to project
personnel. Such factors contributed to the low level of investment follow-up
for projects financed by ~TDP. There should be a stronger lird{ between the resident
representatives sr~d the financial institutions, while the representatives themselves
should do more to ma]~e recipient Governments aware of the importance of financial
follow-up when they ~ere selecting and formulating projects. For their part, the
financial institutions should inform resident representatives and recipient
Governments of the type of pre-investmen% activities that were a prerequisite for
investment. ~nat in turn would necessitate closer contact between U~DP and the
investment institutions~ in that context~ the establishment of an Investment
Development Office (DP/460, pars. 6) was a sot~u@_ innovation.
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8. He noted the Administrator’s reference (DP/460, pars. 4) to DtTDP’s limited
resources. Although, in his delegation’s view, more could be done to use existing
resources more efficiently , he agreed that availability of resources was one of the

TT ’-~main pi~oblems fa0ing the operations.l activities o~ the Lnl L,~c~ i~ations system in
general and of UNDP in particular. His ~3overmment felt strongly that unless there
was a dynamic growth of real resources, the pro6<rs.i:m~e mi~it begin to lose credibility.
During the current cycle a mere dozen or so co omtries had provided the bulk of
programme resources. For example, the I{ordic States, all relatively small
countries, had provided more than 25 per cent of those resources, and ~£qi!e those
countries ~ere proud of that effort, the situation pointed to a ~Tea!tness in D]TDP.
If the programme was to fulfil the intentions of the consensus, more corm_tries must
increase their contributions. He was, he,fever, encouraged by the number of
comhtries which, at the meeting of the Intergovernmentai Study Group on Future
Financinc of the Programme, had accepted, subject to parlia~enta~j approval, the
idea of indicating their contributions to U~[DP for several years ahead.

9. l{r. I FEHiTI{ (Bangladesh) said his delegation was glad to see fresh emphasis 
assistance for the development of administrative capacities in developing countries~
the fact that there had been a total e~qoenditure of~_~_~T&~ .8 million on investment
follow-up in the sector of general development issues, policies and planning during
1979 ~ras a good measure of that emphasis. The teclmioal assistance programme of
UNDP was essentially ahned at bridging the %ec~mo!ogical ~p in the developing
countries, and that could best be done by making a survey of the technical ability
needed for the Lmplementation of a country’s development plan and of the availability
of suitable talent ~ithin the country itself. It was also essential for UhrDP ex"perts
to train cou_nterpar%s %o take over whei they left the ca~u~tl~j. Similarly, t~ining
sad fellowshi p programmes should be so desi~!ed by the Govemmr~ents, in consultation
with UITDP, that trained manpower could make a significant contribution to the
bridging of the technological !~aP.

IO. Equipment de!ive~y was of vital importance %o the developing world, so that the
fall in the value of equipment delivered in 1979 as compared ~ith the previous year
was disconcerting, particularly since in the case of some countries, includinc
Bangladesh, there had been a decline in the value of orders for equipment. He
would like to see an increase in equipment deliveries not only in absolute terms
but also in relation to other components of U~DP technical assistance.

I!. l~lere the transfer of skills was concerned, he welcomed UI{DP’s assumption of
administrative responsibility for the Inter~ Fund for ~cience and Technology for
Development. That should not only accelerate the pace of development but also
promote the search for an appropriate technolo~ suitable to the resources of the
countr~y. The capacity study on science and technologv undertaken by the Interim
Fund in ~ang!adesh was a first step towards that objective.

12. in his statement at the 675th meeting, the AdJ:iinistrs~tor had referred to the
special role of UNDP, its operational effectiveness and inter-agency relations,
while studies had been made of cour~try programming e~erience and of inter-country,
regional and global progrsmming problems. He had a m~:Iber of comments to make on
those matters.

15. One of the purposes of" ~H~DP country progz~ning was to progm~amme objectives
rather than input supplies. Priorities must therefore be determined by tl~e
Government and it was gratifying to note that in most cases the government
co-ordinating body was playing a leading part in pro~ect selection.



14. Another objective of country programming was to provide a coherent programme
with clearly established relationships bet~een sectors~ That objective was not being
achieved, principally because technical co-operation was still largely supply-based
instead of need-based, so that sectoral studies to identify needs and gaps were
unusual. The review exercise preceding the framing of a country programme was s~
important instrument in that connexion, In his delegation’s vie~, there should be
more sectoral studies and a greater effort to ms~e country programming co-terminous
with medium-term national development plans.

15, The declining role of pre-investment studies in country programmes ~as to be
regretted. The advice of OECD regarding the wider use of feasibility studies
commissioned by other donors might be helpful in expanding the role of U~DP. He
noted ~Jith satisfaction the intensified efforts in the area of investment follow-up
and hoped ~that the estgolishment of the Investment Development Office ~Jould soon
bear fruit.

16. The increasing use o£ umbrella programmes was cor~nendab!e. They ~.,ere
especially helpful to the least-developed countries where prier planning was
invariably inadequate.

17, The fact that agency overhead costs had increased during 1979 in the same
proportion as the cost of field activities gave cause for concern. Since some of
the field activities were being implemented by UNDP and national Governments, the
increase should have been less than proportional. He again stressed the need to

reduce agency overhead costs and would like to see a quicker response by agencies to
the needs of recipients; agency views on a country progrsmme should be communicated
to the country before the programme was finalized.

18. There would be teething troubles with government execution of projects in
pursuance o£ the new dimension policies, but he remained convinced that there was no
better way of ensuring the expeditious processing of projects smd transfer of skills.

19. In the past~ the documents relating to inter-country, interregional and global
projects of UNDP had frequently not reached Governments until the stage of project
implementation. It was imports~nt that such projects should be sponsored by
Governments in the embryonic stage, or s~ould be brought to their immediate notice
if they had originated e!se~Jhere. Bangladesh wished to sponsor a number of such
projects in the fields of rural development, irrigation and flood control, inland
water transport, agriculture, civil aviation, livestock and fisheries, and in order
to ensure that such programmes met the needs of the least developed countries in the
region, it was hosting a meeting of the interested countries and the framers of the
programmes later in the year.

20. He noted ~ith satisfaction that a plmn of wori~ had been prepared and a reasonable
level of pledges secured for the Decade of Transport and Communication for Africa,
but he remained sceptical about a mechanism for co,ordinating needs and the flow of
funds. It vJas important that the plan as a ~lhole should be implemented, both as
regards its regional and its national components~ the Economic Commission for
Africa (ECA) and UI{DP should consider ho~ that might be done.

21. In the ii country programme submitted for approval at the current session,
about one-third of new programme resources was committed to agriculture, thus
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continuing the trend of 1978. That was a good augury for the future of the
programmes. The burden of on~oins pro~rammes was con~paratively lo~J, even though
still too high. Howe~er~ the ~roblem of approvinrg programmes long after they had
been commissioned Still remsin@d.

22. He no~ed wi ~ appreciation the effo: ~s of the U}~P adl<inis~ration regardin~
technical co-ope~a~ioi~ ~c<~ dew, eloping countr±es (TCDC). He still thought that
TCDC as a concept had not yet captured the hearts of the developing countries.

¯~I
However~ t~.Jo of the recommendations of the h~_on-level review., meeting of
intergovernmental experts on TCDC activities, namely~ that a country’s !PF ~light
be used for finanoin~ its own inputs in TCDC projects~ and that the question of
re~nbursing local currency expenditure in TCDC activities should be reviewed, would
ms3<e for a wider acceptance of the TCDC concept in developing countries. The
positive findirkg concernin~ the employment of more national experts in UNDP-assisted
pro~ects was a welcome dcve]onm~nt

23° His delegation appreciated the Administrator’s work in managing special funds
aud activities (DP/460, section IV). The United Nations Volunteers were a useful
addition to UNDP and natior.al development efforts; and retired governmen~ and
business executives should be recruited where possible. The United Nations Capital
Development Fund should continue to be exclusively devoted to the needs of the least
developed countries. He noted with satisfaction that, during the previous year, the
Fund had approved projects to a total ~ value of ~)41 million, a sum equivalent %o
50 per cent of programme expenditure during the five years of the Fund’s existence.
Approval procedures and appraisal mechanisms needed s~plification, stud it might
be helpful for government representatives to be present at meetings of the Board at
which requests for assistance were considered. One problem in connexion with the
Revolving Fund for Natural Resources Exploration was the time ta1~en to process .
cases. The Administrator’s proposal for an energy fund was opportune but, there
again~ a simple procedure for responding to needs expeditiously would have to be
devised.

24. ~h~ere the conduct of Governing Council meetings was concerned, he supported the
Administrator’s recommendation that items should not be discussed unless members
intended to rais~ specific issues~

25. With re~ard %o the c;uide!ines for U~)P’s resp°nse $o natural disasters, 
cov~try limit of ~i12 million a year might be acceptable, but the limit of $~I million

for each disaster mighl not be adequate in the case of unusually severe disasters
affecting most of a country.

26. ~iith re~ard %o the third programming cycle, the consensus reached at the last
Special Meeting should guide the Council:s wor]~ at the present session. A compromise
~orked out by all rec#n~on~c cou!~i not of course~ be fully satisfactory to
everyone, but i% did seem to be widely acceptable to donors. The calculations
contained in the Note by the Administrator (DP/496) showed that %he proposal ~as 
good one and he urged delegations to vote for it.

27. There were~ ho~,~ever, two matters which needed to be clarified. The first was
the replenishment of resources. The results of the last pledging session had been
disappointing and lent support to the Finnish proposal for a multi-year pledging

system, At %he twenty-s~th session~ his delegation had suggested ~ annual growth
ma’~c of 16 per cent~for the third programming; cycle, but at the Special Meeting
i:a ~ebruary 1960, he had sensed that the general feeling ~as in favour of the figure
of Izl per cent. "~ ~ "~’h, _ ~:n~ fu~ erreduction would Spell disaster for the programme An



effort of will by some of the developed Member States and a good number of the
well-to-do Member States could reside up the difference between the 4 per cent cro~i~th
rate of the last pledgino~ session and the 14 per cent growth rate being projected
for the third cycle. He suggested that the Council should reaffirm at the present
session its decision in favour of a minimum annual Growth rate of 14 per cent in
voluntary contribut ions.

28. The second matter to be clarified concerned the preservation of the floor
concept in nominal terms. It had been sug~cested that every effort should be made to
ensure that no country received less in the third cycle than in the second~ though
it had also been susgested that an increase might be considered in allocations for
countries with a p_er Capita G~[P above #~500 but below a sufficiently high level.
It had been further stipulated that~ in the event o£ an over-all shortage of
resources~ the floor concept should not he protected. He could accept the view that
countries whose development efforts ",.~ere already being hampered by inflation should
not be further penaiized~ provided that such acceptance did not affect the share of
the lovl-income countries. In ’ o~~h~,~ connexion~ he thought that the adverse comments~

on the weight ~iven to the population factor in determining country ~Fs were
~unfortunate.

29. He had been impressed by the suggestion made by the representative of Greece
at the 676th mee~ins re~arding net contributor status. It would indeed be a tribute
to the development process if countries in a position to do so would indicate that
by the end of the third prof~rammimg cycle they would become net contributors.

30. He had been greatly encouraged by the gesture made by China at the 677th meeting
that country’s voluntary surrender of IPFs and earmar~ing of funds for TCDC
constituted m~ example worthy of emulation.

~I. Mr. I,~RTII~ (United I(ingdom) said that the quality of the Programme was no less
important than the quantity of its resources. One of the Administrator’s main
ac]~ievements in the past few years had been a determined effort to improve that
quality through appraisal ~amd evaluation. The United Kingdom delegation hs~d been
impressed by the sugcestions on improvin G the co~omtry programmin~ process and
enhancing the role of the developing countries t~]emselves in the whole process of
development and on the future di~"ection of the prog~ramme~ contained in some of the
documentoo before the Council~ especially in documen’~ ~)P/4~G. The leosonso learned
must be put to good use in the third cycle if the developing countries were to obtsin
maximum benefit from the common efforts.

32. A~ the current session ~ acreemcnt ~ad to be reached on ho~z the resources
available for the third cycle ~ou!d be a!loca~ed. ~f~ile fully recocnizing the

~500~ his Govermnlentspecial claims of countries ~,~ith a ~oe~ capita G~ of less than ~’-
was also concerned s~b0ut countries in the ~500 to !~i~O00 band.

]~. Country IPFs remained the essential core of UIJ~]P’s activities. They provided
opportunities for ts/<ing~ a broad vie~ of technical co-operation needs and achieving
the comrect priorities between various sectors. It was rightly stressed in
doc~tmen%s DP/~!54 and D~/J.7~ that Governments should not try to identify detailed

programmes and projects at t]~e initial ~,~ ....~e but should first concern themselves
with broad priority objectifies.

~4. There ~as an incres~sin~ tendency for-ONDl ~ %o become responsible for funds made
available for stated sectora! purposes, such as the ~.nd for Population Activities,
There micht often be advanta~e in the Pro~ramme’s being] responsible for the use of
eam~arked funds~ but its main purloose must al~ays be borne in mind.
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35. The Administrator had correctly emphasized the import~-~nce of financial
resources. The United Kingdom’s contribution for the current year would be
less than it had been in the past few years because the Goveri~ment had decided
that it must at present Give major priority to the restoration of its own national
economy, and that involved a s~stantial reduction in public expenditume. It would,
however, still be among the main contributors to U~DP, which had relied for too
long on the financial efforts of a fe~1 countries. His country’s financial
contribution would continue to be fully and freely usable for the purposes of
the Programme. It was regrettable that so much time and effort had to be spent
on problems of non-convertible contributions. It was also logical that if UNDP
was achieving its goal as part of %he total United ~tions development effort,
an increasing number of countries should be abie to become net contributors.
Such countries might still need outside tec1~ieal assistance, but should increasingly
be able to pay for it themselves. If UNDP was to achieve the 14 per cent growth
target- and the United Kingdom did not suggest that the target should be lower -
there must be a considerable broadening of the collective effort in the matter
of contributions.

36. Although the recent TCDC meeting had been interesting and usefui, it had
produced detailed recommendations which would entail a great deal of work. ],kmile
he did not seek to diminish the importance of TCDC~ he Wondered whether it would
not be preferable to postpone the next high-level meeting to 19S2.

37. The reduction in the United !~ngdom’s financial contribution for the current
year in no way meant that it had lost confidence in the Administrator or in Uh~P
itself. The Administrator was in fact to be congratulated on the remarkable
recovery the Programme had made since he had t~en office.

38. ~. LATOUR (Cuba) said that the effects of the economic crisis in the capitalist
countries were most strongly felt by ~he poorest of the deve!opinc-i~O~0~tries,
and the aggressive actions of the main imperialist Powers were leading to a cold war
which could benefit only the Powers which {~ere provoking it. The arms race was
becoming increasingly frenzied and the great Po~iers were turning a deaf ear to
the repeated dema~ds of the rest of mankind that the vast s<~ms being sPent on
instruments of death should be used for development co-operation.

}9. International economic:negotiations had reached a deadlock. Despite the
constructive position of the developing countries~ demonstrated at t~ Sixth
Conference of Heads of State and Government of the ~{on-Aligned Countries and
various ministerial meetings of the Group of 77, the intransigent position of
most developed capitalist countries had led to the failure of important international
conferences, such as the fifth session of UNCTI~ and the third General Conference
of UNIDO. IJ~ such a ~.~orld situation, the role of UI~DP and the other United Nations
bodies connected with the various aspects of development was assuming increasing
importance~ especially if the New International Economic Order was ever to be
established.

40. His delegation fully endorsed the points made by the representative of Ecuador
at a preceding meeting, points ~£ch ref!eoted the position of all Latin-Anerican
countries without exception. At the recent Minis~eriai ~eeting of the Latin-American
Economic System, particular emphasis had been laid on the volm~tary nature of the
Programme~ its universality and the need for balance in the application of the
basic criteria in order to ensure an equitable allocation of national and regional
IPFs. The most important resolution adopted at that ~eeting had been one in which
the Latin American countries ~ad e~pressed their determination to continue to



co-operate with the other developing countrie~ for the purpose of establishing
common position for all recipient co~n~trie8 represented on the Board. Such

a position~ putting the common good above national and regioial interests, was
particularly necessary at a time when a change in the natua’e of UHDP seemed
possible. It was above all essential to pursue the policy embodied in the
1970 consensus, which had g~aaranteed theproper orientation of the Programme.

. ¯ : .’ ¯ ."

41. Specific examples had been given at an earlier meeting of Ways in wkich
the Progr~m~me was effectively helping the developing countries in combating
poverty and promoting social development~ UKOP and other United }[ations agencies
had given practical help to Cuba in its economic and social development plans,
this providing real benefits for the population. The Programme’s so-called
multiplier ef~fect was also’of vital im]?ertance to the sound dew~lopment of
third world countries. In Cuba~ for example, various subsidiary projects had
grown up arotu~d the nucleus of the U}DP national programme~ ~ " ~~rmzn~ a dynamic
economic and technical assistance progrmmme much more extensive than the programme
actually financed by UI~P.

42. Although the quantit&tive aspect of U~,~P’s assistsace was important, the
qualitative aspect was even more so. The current industrialization project ror
sugar cane by-products in uub~, which ~rould soon be completed, ~as of great
interest to other countries~ not only in the region but also in Asia and Africa.
It had the further advantage of providing technical %raining for many yom~C people,
including a high percentage of ~,:7omen. That had been made possible because of the
high quality of the international advisers providecl by UNDP. All projects included
in Cuba’s national programme had the same objectives~ the achievement of a
multiplier effect in Cuba itself and the p~.’ovision of opporttu~ities for co-operation
with other developing countries. It was that type of UNDP project which the
developing countries wished to see maintained and increased.

43. Lengthy statements were made each year on the need to encoomage co-operation
emong developing countries as part of a process in which the developed countries
also had a very important part to play. Such statements were tending to become
mere verbal exercises in view of the obstacles being put in the way of such
co-opera~tion. It was absurd that the developed countries should give the
international monetary crisis as a pretext for r<}dueing their contributions
to so important a programme as U}~P while at the same time considerably increasing"
their expenditure on ai~maments.

44. His delegation strongly supported the proposals to increase aid to the least
developed among the developing cotu~tries. It also supported the special treatment
to be given to }[icara6~aa within that group of countries~ and ~he request made to
the Board by the Palestine Liberation Organization.

45. Every effort must be made to increase the capacity of the Programme. Alarger flo~
of financial~ technical and material resources was essential to the development effort.
The international situation would improve with greater international co-operation
on a just and equitable basis. As the President of Cuba had said, it was essential

that the developed cotmtries and those with natural resources should make increased
funds available to the developing world dvming the coming ten years. If those
fvmds were not forthco~ming~ there would be no peace in the world.

46. }~. BULAJIC (Observer for Yugoslavia) said that his delegation fully supported
the increase of 25.} per cen~ in field programme expenditures in 1979, together
with a modest increase in the main progr~e staff. The Administrator had clearly
made further efforts to rationalize U,iYDP activities, and his delegation would
appreciate continued progress on the same lines.
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47 Another nositive featlme of activities in 1979 hadbeen the increase in
government-executed UIDP projects, e~enditure on which had amounted to the modest
but welcome sum of ~6,5 million. His delegation hoped that that trend would continuer
since it helped to promote the national capacity of developing countries in
accordance with the new dimensions approsch. Furthermore, the Inter-agency
Procurement Services Unit had a~hz~v~c important savings through the procurement of
standard project equipment. His delegation welcomed the Unit:s intention to identify
new mant~acturers of such equipment and suggested that developing countries should be
more fully involved in the proceedings.

48. Although~ in terms of figmres~ participation by developing countries in
implementing programme activities in 1979 had increased, the involvement of those
countries had slightly declined except in the case of sub-contracting. The recent
High-level ~eeting on the Review of Technical Co-operation among Deve!opin@
Countries had clearly supported TCDC activities aimed at the achievement of national
and collective self-reliance bydeveloping cotmtries and the establishment of the
New International Economic Order. His delegation suggested that a thorough study
should be prepared and appropriate measures taken by UI~P and the specialized agencies
with a view to a steady increase in the developin~ countries ’ participation in
the implementation of programme activities.

49. Wit]~ respect to preparations for the third cycle and the provision of financial
resources for progr~le activities, his delegation fully shared the concern expressed
by the Administrator. The Programme had demonstrated its viability and should be
given financial s~ipport in order to ensure its dynamic g~owth in real terms.
Inflation and the current economic difficulties were having a very severe impact on
developing countries~ which therefore needed technical assistance more than ever
before. The achievement of more stable, continuous and predictable financing for
the Programme should continue to be the prime concern of the Governing Council.
All participating countries - developed and developing - should make the maximum
effort to enable the Prou~ramme to gmow in real terms, and should contribute in
accordance with their real possibilities in order to share the financial burden
more equitably. The developing coumtries could legitimately expect the developed
world %o make a tore significant oontrib~tion in order %o achieve that goal.
Recipient coumtrzes in a ~osition to do so should try to become net contributors as
soon as possible.

50. His delegation therefore considered that a 14 per cent annual increase in
voluntary contributions should be maintained as the reqtdred minimum. Furthermore,
all Governments, in co-operation with U[,~P, should give serious consideration to the
possibility of multi-year pledging. His own Government had been making significant
efforts to give financial support ~o the Programme. Yugoslavia had been a net
contributor since 1976 and its voluntary contribution had steadily increased. For
1980 it would be $2.6 million, and for 1982 it would be more than double Yugoslavia’s
annual IPF for the cturrent cycle, it would be seen from table 5 in
document DP/496 that Yugoslavia was the largest contributor to the Programme among
recipient countries with a nor capita Gf~ of over ~I~500.

51. With respect %o the distribution of resources in the third planning cycle~ his
delegation fully supported the proposal in paragraph 14 of document DP/496 that
19 per cent of all available reso~rces should be allocated to inter-country
activities. It also agreed that all countries receivin@ D~,~P technical ~assistance
in the current cycle should be allotted iPl~s in the third cycle. Recipients in a
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~)ositi0n to do so should do their utmost to become net contributors, preferably at
%]~e beginning of the next cycle. No developing country receiving U~P technical
assistance in the current cycle should receive a lower IPF~in the third cycle than
in the sec0nd 9 particular!y in view of the eroslve effects of inflation. The least
developed among the developing coumtrie~ ~uld con%io~ ~ ~joy special treatment
and ~herefore receive a larger share of %he resources avai]sble for field activities
in the third Cycle. Developin~ countries ~ith a p[r_._c_a2ita GI~P below $500 should
be &liven significantly larger ~Fs in the third cycle~ appropriate attention being
Given to different income gToups in that category of cokmtries~ without prejudice to
the Dositi0n of developing countries in the higher income groups.

52. I:b. AZRANI (Observer for India) said that his Government endorsed %he
Administrator’s advocacy of technical co-operation in development, in which India
wished to play a constructive part~ as was indicated by its presence as an observer
at sessions of the Governing Council. It also supported the Administrator’s plea
for more and larger voluptuary con~rlbutions, bespi~e ±ndia~s low per capita G~P and
vast ~ econo~c problems~ it had been the thirteenth largest contribu~or~ with a yearly
average of over ~’~7 n~llion for the previous four years.

55. In the introduction tohis report for 1979 (DP/460), the A~rinistrator
e~ressed justifiable pride in the Programme’s dynamic performance in 1979. Those

achievements were in large measure the result of the Administrator’s own dynamism.
Ho}~ever~ as %he Administrator had himself admitted~ the Programme had been to0 slow
in implementing the decision tahen by the Governin~ Council in1975 regarding new
dimensions in technical co-operation~ and some policies and procedumes were still
cumbersome and inflexible. His delegation hoped for improvement~ especially in fields
such as technical co-operation amon~ developing countries.

5~. According to paragraph 51 of the Administrator’s annual report (DP/460)~ main
programme pledges for 1980 amounted to an increase of only ~ per cent over
contributions for 1979. That figure fell far too short of the 14 per cent %arget~
and every effort would therefore have 9o be made by the Administrator~ the
Governing Council and participants to achieve the target. The more fortunate of the
recipient countries should consider becomin~ net contributors on a voluntary basis~
that might not add substantially to total contributions but wouldbe an excellent
s~m~bolic gest~e.

55. His delegation had no~ed from the A@m~inistrator’s report that~ although field
expenditures had shown an impressive rise of 25. 5 per cent in 1979~ the value Of
net project approvals had increased by only 2 per cent. It hoped that that disparity
wasmerely a result of remarkably high approval figures for the previous two years
and did not reflect any slackening in the process of approvals.

56. It ~had also noted with interest that~ although there were still very few
gove~hment-executed pr0jec4s~ expend±ture on such projects had risen to

$6.5 million in 197~. India would be glad to have details of government-executed
projects already under way in other countries~ and ~ould be grateful if the
Administrator could encoua^a~e exchange of such information.



57. It was claimed that the Nur~ber of e~erts from developin S countries servia[
on U~P-financed projects had risen by 26 per cent ’compared with 1978~ but in
the absence of information on actual man-months and on comparative expenditure~
the time’ magnit’ude of the increase’ ~;os not clear. It would be useful if the
Secretariat cou] ~ provide inforr~i~tion on those points. T]_~ value of equipment
ordered from developin S countries in 197~ had regrettably risen by 0nly 7 per cent

1~.

as Compared with a rise of ~35 per cent for all countries~ and the number Of :
fellowship awards in developing countries had risen by only 27 per cerit as
compared with a :rise of 35-3 per cen~ for all countries. Clearly~ deliberate .
measures would have to be taken by the Administrator if any real meaning were to
be ~iven to the new dimensions decision.

58. He noted from document /,~ that stepsDP ~92 ~Jere being taken to ~ost a IAPSU
information officer in Geneva. lie hoped that such officers would also be posted
to the developing regions and that L%PSU activities would be extended in

accordance with the recommendation of the recent High-level Heeting on the Review
of Technical Co’operation among Developing Countries.

59, He welcomed the revised consultative process under way in regard to
inter-countr,y programmins, in which the Government o£ India was willing to co-o~erate~
and hoped that such inter-country programming would be progressively oriented towards
taohmical co-ope~ation .among developing countries. In his eloe~in ~ statement the
AdmiNistrator had expressed his belief that~ if the CouNcil was to exercise mere
meaningful supervision Over the activities of the associate prosran~mes and funds~
it must de%ermine the items on which it needed to provide real policy guidance~

he had suggested that a number of questions that were a~ present the subject of
separate documents and de~m~te could in the future be the subject of brief reDorts
to the Council for information purposes and be discussed only if members felt that
policy issues appeared to be involved. Ilis delegation generally supported that
principle in the interests of streamlining the Council’s work.

60. He endors.ed the Administrator’s hope that the Council would conclude many of
the arrangements for the, th.ird programming cycle at its c~.rrent session. With
regard to the statement by the represent.nitre of Ecuador at a previous meeting~
the Indian ~e-egat±on stoo’$ by the compromise proposals agreed upon by recipient
countries at the Special Heetin~ in February 1980~ and still believed that every
endeavour should be made to ensure that no country received, lower IPF in the
third: cycle than in the second~ and tha~ progressivity should als0~be maintained,"
The representativ@ of Ecuador had sai~ that all the necessary e~forts had not been
made, and the question might therefore perhaps be Considered by a small info~nal
group.

61. Paragraph 16 of document DP/496 stated that the influence of population size
on the i~F, i.e. its functional relationship~ favoured smaller-sized countries.
That ~,:as an understatement indeed. In srmph B in annex table ~ in document 9P/496i
the curve describing the iPFweicht and population function virtual!y flattened oht
beyond a population figure of i00 mill£on. As he had pointed out in the past,
UN~P effectively failed to recognize: the existence of populations of over i00 million.
In the interests of solidarity with other deve!opin S co untries~ his delegation did
not intend to make an issue of that point but wished to place on record its dismay
at such treatment of the population factor.



62. Mr. SA~9~d£ (Observer for Afghanis%an) said that his delegation would confine
itself to commenting on the problems of the least developed coun tries~ problems
which had been recognized by the world community in numerous resolutions adopted
by the General Assembly. U}[DP had prime responsibility for implementing those
resolutions and~ for the past two decades, its role in providing economic and
technical assistance %o the developing coo~%tries, and particularly to the least
developed land-locked countries, had been of great importance to their over-all
devel opm en±.

65. His delegation agreed that since UNDP~ s technical co-operation activities
covered the entire spectrtm~ of economic and social endeavour and pursued the
fundamental purpose of assisting developing countries to increase their own
capacities for development, i% had an important role 9o play in the 1980s,
whatever the particular orientation of the next International D.evelopment Strategy
might be.

64. Afghanistan fully shared UlffDP’s concern ~ith ~he special needs of the i eas’t
developed and other low-income cotmtries among the developing countries. The
economic situation of those countries had deteriorated during the Second Development
9ecade~ and the gap had widened not only between them and the developed countries,
but also between the more advanced and the least developed among the developing
countries.

65. UNDP should therefore reorient its activities towards that group of
countries~ which should receive a larger share of its total effort in the 1980s.
His delegation welcomed the Council’s suggestion that~ for the third planning
cycle, UITD?’s technical co-operation activities should be at least four times
larger in the least developed and other low-income countries than in all other
developing countries.

66. I{is own count~j~ one of the ].east developed among the developing countries,
was undergoing hardships stemming from many causes~ including unfavourable and
unjust international trade, monetary and financial mechanisms. After the vie%cry
of the April Revclution~ ~he Government cf Afghanistan had embarked on an
ambitious development programme in order 9o overcome those problems and eradicate -
the vestiges of previous despotic r6ghaes. The measures taken by the Government
included a new five-year economic and social development plan, which had become
operational in March 1979. Like other developing countries, Afghanistan had to
rely on economic and techrical co-operation and assistance from other countries,
especially the developed ones, and from international organizations in implementing
its development plan. His Government appreciated the technical and financial
assistance received from friendly countries~ particularly from its neighbo~m~,

the Union of Soviet Socialist Rep~olics.

67. Unfortunately, hi£ country had for smne time been the object of particularly
discriminatory and unjust policies on the part of some meactionary circles.
Following the new phase of the April Revolution~ some Western countries had
discontinued their official developmentassis%ance to his co~intry~ in violation of
their international obligations to promote co-operation for international economic
and social development. Those attempts to use official development assistance as an
instrument of political pressure violated the principles governing international
economic co-operation and were a blatant departure fr~n the letter and spirit of



the General Assembly resolutions on the establishment of the New International
Economic Order. There had also been a disturbing trend in the activities of some
international organizations of the United Nations system which provided technical
and financial assistance to Afghanistan~ in that some assistance had been slowed
down and many projects had been suspended. His Government~ in a letter to the
Secretary-General of the United Nations, had drawn attention to the fact that
international organizations were not supposed to engage in political intrigues~
and had asked for urgent and i~muediate consideration o£ the problem. His delegation
wished once again to bring the matter to the attention of international
organizations, including UNDP. It asked the Administrator to give it ~he most
serious consideration and take in~.uediate action te fulfil -g~D~’s obligations by

resuming assistance to Afghanistan~ in accordance with the iPF allocations £or
the period 1977-1981.

68. Mr. vanden HEUVEL (United States of America) said that the vigorous expansion
of UNDP activities during the previous decade had included the introduction of
new country progra~m~ing preeedures~ the Indicative Planning Figure system, new
evaluation procedures and country progrs~nme management plans~ and the tripartite
projec~ review system. In 1979 UNDP had assm:~ed a0J~inistrative responsibility for
the Interim Fund for Science and Technology for Development. It had re-established
itself as a major international enterprise dedicated to promoting the economic
and social advancemen~ of all peoples.

69. The basic thrust of UN])P should be towards providing systematic and
sustained technical assistance for developing countries and fostering their
economicself-relianoe. Through thousands of projects~ UNDP had played a pioneering
role in demonstrating that development did occur and that progress cou!d be made
if the people directly affected were actively involved in shaping their own lives.
In that role, UN~P had woven new and stronger threads of interdependence by
co-operatingwith a whole range of bilateral donors, multilateral agenciesand
programmes, and by co-ordinating international assistance to the developing
countries.

70. In the current period of global scarci~ies and crisis, resources must be used
judiciously so that those in greatest need would benefit most. Thatrequired not
only the improved administrative and financial manasement already provided by UNDP’s
current !eadership but also much improved quality at the field level~ from project
selection to implementation and evaluation~ where there was still room for
in~rovement.

71. Against the present backgrolmd of revolution in the world economic situation,
L~DP’s resources could not be expected to grow at the same rate as in the past if
it was necessary to rely on %he traditional sources of support. In that connexion,
his delegation welcmned the example of the Internatibnal Fund for Agricultural
Development, in w~ich member States of the Organization of Petroleum Exp0rting
Countries had joined the industrialized nations in supporting the efforts of needy
developing countries tb meet their goals in agriculture. Increased support for UN~P
by the oil-producing countries could ensure that the countries which had been
hardest hit by prevailing worldwide economic difficulties would continue to
receive technical assistance at the levels they required.

72. He viewed the third development cycle~ 1982-1986, as a period of transition~
during which the foundations could be laid for continued programme strength in the
fourth cycle on the basis of new principles for generating and allocating resources.



Of the several models outiimed in document DP/496, his delegation preferred the
model in alternative VI of table 3~ which was ~ variation of the model proposed ¯
by the recipient countries at the Special Meeting in Februa~j 1980. In the
interests of a genuine compromise~ his delegation was prepared to m~e a major¯

departure from its position at the twenty-sixth session of the Governing Council
and at the Council’s Special Meeting in February 1980~ in that it would no longer
insist on limiting eligibility for access to UN~P gra~it assistance to countries
with a per capita GNP of $I~500 and below. His delegation’s position on that point
was linked ~o its strong support for another element of the apparent consensus"

at the Special ~Jleeting~ namely~ the allocation of 80 per cent of total country
IPF’s to the countries with a per capita GN-P of under $500. That should be
a key provision of arLv new IPF scheme. His delegation could find no good ratio~le
for a floor in calculating !PFs~ but in the spirit of compromise~ was prepared
to accept the 80 per cent floor incorporated in alternative VI. If the model
contained in alternative VI could be adopted in its current form~ ~he Council
would have made great progress towards focusing UNDP’ s assistance on the countries
most in need. His delegation would~ however~ view~ with concern attempts to make
significant changes in #~ha~ model.

73. The third cycle should also provide for a significant transition in the
relationship between the wealthier recipient countries and U~FDP. It ’ was essential
that the more advanced developing countries and those which had a relatively high

income should incremsimgly reimburse UN~P for grant technical assistance.
His delegation applauded %hose countries which had already relinquished $heir IPFs
or had recently become net contributors.

74. His delegation regarded the reimbursement plan suggested in document DP/d96
as very innovative and would fully support the adoption of a similar plan for
countries with per c~pita incomes above f~, 500. It would also be willing to consider
an arrangement under which the reimbursemen~ t~rgets would be reached more quickly
during %he third cycle or would be raised in order to achieve more complete
reimbursement of UNDP assistance by the end of the cycle.

75. In regard to resource growth rates for the future~ it would be unrealistic
to set definitive target levels which might or might not be met. Realistic
planning should take into account the existing uncertain~y regarding the collective
ability to pay and should be made contingent on substantially increased
contributions in readily usable or convertible currencies.

76. His delegation had been ~mpressed by the solid record of accomplishment in
programming and implementation reflected in the Administrator’s report for 1979.
It was a ~ribute to L~TDP’s much improved financial management that field programme
expenditures had risen by over 25 per cent to ~ new record of !~547 million~ which w~s
very close to the projections of a year earlier. He cautioned against further
increases in unbud~eted a~inistrative costs.

77. The A~ir~strator’s report on U~P’s experience with country progr~m~aing
had suggested specific means of improving the country progran~ning process in order
to enhance the quality and effective implementation of future UI@P technical
co-operation. That issue w~s of grea~ importance to his delegation~ which
concurred with the Administrator’s recorm~endations~ especially with regard to
continuous progra~ning~ as well as his suggestions for enhancing national capacities
for managin~ external assistance.



78. His delegation strongly supported the evaluation system proposed by the
Administrator for improving the efficiency of project implementation ~gd
urged that such standards of evaluation should also be applied to the operations
and policies of the other programmes associated with D],rDP.

79. ~ Sir Robert Jackson’s report on investment follow-up (DP/ 72), together with
the Administrator’s comments (DP/~79) had been thoug4~t-provokinc. His
delegation had listened carefully to the comments of the Assistant
Secretary-General for the Department for Teclhnioal Cooperation for Development
and the FAO representative and believed that the issue merited further study.

80. Ener~ was a priori~ area in his country’s inte~ational development
assistance efforts and it was appropriate that D-i’~DP should increase its
activities in that field. Such activities should complement other DXTDP efforts,
such as those of the Interim Y’und for Science ~d Technolog% ~ for Development~ as
well as the programmes of other institutions such as the International Bank
for Reconstruction and Development. His delegation urged the Cotu~cil to study
carefully the proposal for establishing a new energy fund for exploration and
pro-investment surveys mnd suggested that a final decision should be deferred
mgtil the twentv-ei~th session. The topic of new and renewable energy resources
could be appropriately Studied by the Interim Fund for Science and Technology
for Development. The relationship be%{een the proposed activities in support of
petroleum resources development and the United ]~ations Revolving Fund for .....................
Natural Resoum~ces Exploration should be given fumther consideration and the
question could be included in the comprehensive review of the Revolving I, bnd’s
operations scheduled for 1981. His delegation endorsed the appointment of
I k~. Kobayashi as the Fund’s new Director.

81. His delegation maintained its stron G support for the United Nations Fund
for Population Activities as the major multilateral source of assistance for
national population progmsmunes. Increased ~orld-wide ~rareness of the impact
of <mrestrained population g~o~ on finite global reso~mrces was the best hope
of meetin~ the most pressing of development issues. So successful had the Fund
been %hat~ over the next fe~ years~ demands would exceed projected contributions
unless donor support was broadened. Prudence dictated that the Fund should
establish a plan for adjusting its programme. The reso~mces actually available
without any loss of momentum.

82. His delegation welcomed the results of the recently concluded High-level
]deeting On the ~eview of Technical Co-operation among Developing Countries and
ho~ed that the Council ~iould ~ ~acc~p u the recommendations contained in itsrepor~.
His delegation ~ould ~ive serious consideration to the suggestions made by the
represemtative of the United Kingdom.

85. His Government continued %0 support the excellent work of the united Nations
Volunteers and would contribute $~00,000 to the Special Voluntary Fund for the
calendar year 1900.

84. A key issue in the entire development effort was the continuing
discrimination against x~omen and their exclusion, in poor as well as advanced
countries~ from the tasks of development. He welcomed the Administrator’s
reportlsummgrizin C the action-oriented assessment of rxmal women’s participation
in development (DP/455) ~q_nd ~g<ed ~’TDP to continue its pioneering work 
supporting the integm~ation of women in the development process.
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85. The Administrator had properly dra~m the Council’s attention to the problem of
the appropriate orgsmization of its time and energies. His delegation considered
that the present organizational framework ~,rasted both time and resources. Action
was needed, not only in UI’~P but throughout the United Nations system i to control
the overwhelming flow of paper. Representatives of interested delegations miSnt
meet as an informal working Group to m/~e recommendations for streandining the
Council~s future agenda and on other m~%tters relating to its effective functioning.

86. F~r. N’I(OBI (Observer, African h~tlonal Con~ress of South Africa) said that~ 
view of the current ~oolitical situation in South Africa~ the Africsm National Congress
~.aished to place its view of current developments on record.

87. The fascist r$~Time had been endeavouring to portray the situation in South Africa
as one of chancre and had thereby attempted to trick the international cor~mity into
suDportin~ their fraudulent proc~arm~e for so-called "removal of s.i3artheid by reform."
The whole world ~,ras~ ho~Tever~ aware of the nation-wide resistance to every facet of
the a.?artheid r4gime~ ~Jhich had called for a national convention ~.rithin the contempt
of the proposed constella.tion of southern African States desigmed to ensure the
enslavement~ not only of ail South ,Lfricans but of all front line States as well.
The overwhelming response of ~he people had been to call for the release of all
political prisoners, including Nelson I’~ndela~ for the disr.~antlin G of the entire
apartheid stl~ucture~ and for the transfer of all po~er to the people on the basis
of the Freedom Charter. ~.~hich ~ras the basic progra~mme of the people of South Africa
for the type of future which they intended to ores,re.

88. The fraudulent Bantustan progmsmm~e was designed to achieve the calculated end
A ~ "systematic -ohysical liquidation of _the people ..... The ~.hite population of South ~r~cs~

enjoyed one of the highest standards of living in the world but for the African
people, both in urb~ and rural areas, the story ~as one of hardship, disease,
malnutrition and outright starvation. The Dantustans ~ere the areas to :~flucn the
r4gime had forcibly remov.,o, the sich~ the ~ "~

ase~-, the infirm~ the very young and their
mothers.

89. The African National Confess was currently ]preoccupied ~;ith tx~o main projects~
one in Tanzania - the Solomon I,{ahlangu Freedom College (SO~Y~CO) - and the other 
agricultural farm in Za~foia. U~ESCO had provided (~3 million for SOI’~CO for 1980
and ~JNDp was contributing [~6OO~O00 for three years. During I’rovember 1979~
United Nations agencies had sent representatives to Dar-es-Salaam to discuss the
question of assistance to SOi~’[~CO on the basis of a report ’by a -UNESCO expert. As
a result of that meeting’~ a project document had been produced, which contained
information on the background and justification of the project} long-term and
immediate objectives~ project activities~ institutional frsmewor]~ inputs{ outputs~
future assistance~ and project budget. There ~.~ere annexes on education, vocational
training, the farm and the medical centre.

90. The project was basically educational. E&ucation formed a cornerstone of the
policy of a-0artheid in South Africa, where a special end inferior -~c~e of education
had been created for African children only. The Afrie~n l@ational Congress had decided
that the most effective means of meeting the educs.tional needs of the people ~as to
establish a school~ and that had become possible tha~/~s to a gift of land from the
Government and people of Tanzania and the co-operation of the OAU Liberation Co,tree.



The aims and objectives of the school were: to provide educational facilities at the
junior~ middle and upper level~ together with boarding~ recreational~ cultural and
library facilities~ to set up agricultural projects liri~ed to training progmammes
and animal husbandry~ horticulture~ farm management and rural development~ omd to
set up a vocational training centre.

91. ¯ SON~FCO had started operations in 1979 s~d currently had 400 students and a Staff
of’ six professionally qualified teachers assisted by undergraduate students. The
goal was to have 15 teachers by the beginning of 1980. I!e appealed to DITDP to assist
the African National Congress in building the school, which would represent a
substantial contribution to the people of South Africa.

92. ~Ir. vanden I~UVEL (United States of /~erics,) said that his delegation nm, st tsdce
issue with the accusation made by the Observer for Afghanistan that major Western
donors had used the termination of assistance as a mesns of bringing unfair !~ressure
on Afghanis%an in violation of recos~ized international obligations. The United States
had no obligation to provide develo!)ment assistance to a country under the 1~i±tary
occupation of another country~ which had been condemned by 104 nations as a violator
of Afghanistanrs independence. In the circmnstances prevailing in Afghani st an ~
assistance staff were in great pe~*sonal danger s~d there could be no assurance that
the assistance provided would actually reach the people in need. His delegation
considered that those considerations should be given sig~ficant weight in determining
United Nations assistance programmes to countries described by both the Security
3ounc±l and the General Assembly as invading aggressors or as countries occupied by
such aggressors.

The meetinrf rose at ,5.45 ]?.m.


